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Murder She Drank Bingo 

Cabot Cove is called 
"a little fishing village." 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

JF typing her book 
during a scary 
thunderstorm 

Someone drops 
something on the floor 

when Jessica figures 
out a clue 

JF offers her famous 
lobster stew 

as a bribe 

Someone eats pie 

JF complains about 
"Big City life" and 

yammers on about 
Cabot Cove 

Someone gets pushed 
down a flight of stairs 

JF is wearing a blue 
velour track suit, 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

"Hey it's that 
guy/lady from 

that show!" 

JF is dressed in a 
creepy way at a 
costume party 

JF fends off muggers 
with her purse 

Alfred Hitchcock-like 
music plays to 
set the scene 

An old man or boy toy 
kisses Jessica's hand 

An image of lightning 
is used to establish 

the weather 

JF says something 
about how it's a 
shame to throw 

something old away 

JF snoops in 
someone's office 

A homicide detective 
tells Jessica to go 

back to Cabot Cove 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

JF and her "cousin" 
are both played by 

Angela Lansbury 

JF uses "clam dip" 
as a curse word 

JF uses the word 
shenanigans 

JF gives health advice 
to a cabbie 

JF is held at gunpoint 
by suspect 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

JF stumbles across 
a dead body 
while jogging 

Alfred Hitchcock-like 
music plays to 
set the scene 

"Hey it's that one guy 
from that one show!" 

A homicide detective 
tells Jessica to go back 

to Cabot Cove 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

JF is held at gunpoint 
by suspect 

JF is dressed in a 
creepy way at a 
costume party 

"I don't have to answer 
your questions, lady!" 

Murder suspect doesn't 
button his shirt all the 
way because it's sexier 

that way 

Mysterious caller tells 
JF to meet at the 

abandoned warehouse 
down by the docks 

JF gives health advice 
to a cabbie 

JF snoops in 
someone's office 

JF uses "clam dip" 
as a curse word 

JF complains about 
"Big City life" and 

yammers on 
about Cabot Cove 

JF and her "cousin" 
are both played by 

Angela Lansbury 

Someone eats pie 

Someone drops 
something on the floor 

when Jessica figures 
out a clue 

JF typing her book 
during a scary 
thunderstorm 

JF is wearing a blue 
velour track suit, 

Cabot Cove is called 
"a little fishing village." 

JF says something 
about how it's a 
shame to throw 

something old away 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

An image of lightning is 
used to establish the 

weather 

Freeze-frame hug at 
the end 

JF fends off muggers 
with her purse 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

Someone gets pushed 
down a flight of stairs 

An old man or boy toy 
kisses Jessica's hand 

JF typing her book 
during a scary 
thunderstorm 

JF is trapped 
inside a sauna 

Freeze-frame hug 
at the end 

JF gives health advice 
to a cabbie 

Someone faints 
or screams 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

JF complains about 
"Big City life" and 

yammers on about 
Cabot Cove 

JF is dressed in a 
creepy way at a 
costume party 

"Hey it's that one guy 
from that one show!" 

JF is hit on my an 
elderly dapper gent 

wearing a cardigan and 
elbow patches 

Bad Maine accent 
An image of lightning 

is used to establish 
the weather 

Someone drops 
something on the floor 

when Jessica figures 
out a clue 

Jessica Fletcher glares 
Alfred Hitchcock-like 
music plays to set the 

scene 

JF offers her famous 
lobster stew as a bribe 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

Mysterious caller tells 
JF to meet at the 

abandoned warehouse 
down by the docks 

JF says something 
about how it's a 
shame to throw 

something old away 

Cabot Cove is called "a 
little fishing village." 

JF snoops in 
someone's office 

JF is held at gunpoint 
by suspect 

Murder suspect 
doesn't button his shirt 

all the way because 
it's sexier that way 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

JF snoops in 
someone's office 

JF hides underneath a 
desk while snooping 

JF gives health 
advice to a cabbie 

JF and her "cousin" 
are both played by 

Angela Lansbury 

The murder weapon 
is something 

completely outlandish 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

An image of lightning 
is used to establish 

the weather 

JF is wearing a blue 
velour track suit 

Someone drowned 
JF stumbles across 

a dead body 
while jogging 

A seemingly harmless 
character is the killer 

Somebody recognizes 
Jessica as J.B. Fletcher 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

Someone faints 
or screams 

JF is held at 
gunpoint by suspect 

JF offers her famous 
lobster stew as a bribe 

"Hey it's that one guy 
from that one show!" 

"I don't have to answer 
your questions, lady!" 

JF fends off muggers 
with her purse 

An old man or boy toy 
kisses Jessica's hand 

Someone eats pie 
Cabot Cove is called "a 

little fishing village." 
JF is trapped 

inside a sauna 

JF is staying with a 
ridiculously wealthy 

or famous friend 

Alfred Hitchcock-like 
music plays to 
set the scene 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

Bad Maine accent 
A homicide detective 

tells Jessica to go back 
to Cabot Cove 

Someone gets pushed 
down a flight of stairs 

Jessica Fletcher glares Someone eats pie 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

JF is the victim 
of a mugging 

The murder weapon 
is something 

completely outlandish 

An image of lightning 
is used to establish 

the weather 

JF is trapped 
inside a sauna 

JF says “Oh, I’m afraid 
this was no accident. 

It was murder.” 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

Someone faints 
or screams 

JF snoops in 
someone's office 

Sheriff Tupper and 
Doc Hazlitt disagree 

"Hey it's that one guy 
from that one show!" 

JF is wearing a blue 
velour track suit 

JF typing her book 
during a scary 
thunderstorm 

The murder is 
first thought to 

be a suicide 

Somebody recognizes 
Jessica as J.B. Fletcher 

JF uses the word 
"shenanigans" 

JF is dressed in a 
creepy way at a 
costume party 

JF hides underneath a 
desk while snooping 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

One of Jessica’s old 
friends is killed 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

JF goes out in a 
disguise or fakes 

an accent 
Someone eats pie Jessica Fletcher glares 

JF is hit on my an 
elderly dapper gent 

wearing a cardigan and 
elbow patches 

A homicide detective 
tells Jessica to go back 

to Cabot Cove 

An image of lightning 
is used to establish 

the weather 

One of Jessica’s old 
friends is killed 

JF hides underneath a 
desk while snooping 

JF typing her book 
during a scary 
thunderstorm 

Someone gets pushed 
down a flight of stairs 

JF and her "cousin" 
are both played by 

Angela Lansbury 

JF gives health advice 
to a cabbie 

JF is dressed in a 
creepy way at a 
costume party 

JF's niece or nephew is 
arrested for murder 

An old man or boy toy 
kisses Jessica's hand 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

Someone is poisoned 
JF reschedules her 
plane or bus ticket 

"Hey it's that one guy 
from that one show!" 

JF says something 
about how it's a 
shame to throw 

something old away 

JF fends off muggers 
with her purse 

Someone faints 
or screams 

JF stumbles across 
a dead body 
while jogging 

Mysterious caller tells 
JF to meet at the 

abandoned warehouse 
down by the docks 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

JF goes out in a 
disguise or fakes 

an accent 

Young star before 
they were famous! 

Jessica Fletcher glares 
JF overhears the 

murder suspect(s) 
planning/talking 

A homicide detective 
tells Jessica to go back 

to Cabot Cove 

An image of lightning 
is used to establish 

the weather 

One of Jessica’s old 
friends is killed 

JF hides underneath a 
desk while snooping 

JF is staying with a 
ridiculously wealthy 

or famous friend 

Someone gets into 
an argument over 

the phone 

JF says “Oh, I’m afraid 
this was no accident. 

It was murder.” 

JF gives health advice 
to a cabbie 

JF drinks tea 
The motive of the 
murder involves 

inheritance 

Murder takes place 
in a circus, fun house, 

or carnival 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

Someone is poisoned 
JF reschedules her 
plane or bus ticket 

Extreme 
shoulder pads 

Somebody recognizes 
Jessica as J.B. Fletcher 

JF flirts to get answers 
Someone faints 

or screams 
JF  teams up with 

Magnum P.I.! 

Mysterious caller tells 
JF to meet at the 

abandoned warehouse 
down by the docks 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

The motive of the 
murder involves 

an affair 

Murder takes place 
in a circus, fun house, 

or carnival 
Jessica Fletcher glares 

Someone is stabbed 
while sitting in a chair 

Sheriff Tupper and 
Doc Hazlitt disagree 

Jessica bites her lower 
lip while thinking 

or plotting 

Extreme 
shoulder pads 

Someone says JF is 
from somewhere 
other than Maine 

JF is staying with a 
ridiculously wealthy 

or famous friend 

Someone gets into 
an argument over 

the phone 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

Someone claims to 
have read all of 

JF’s books 

JF reschedules her 
plane or bus ticket 

Young star before 
they were famous! 

JF overhears the 
murder suspect(s) 
planning/talking 

There are 
multiple killers 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

One of Jessica’s old 
friends is killed 

The acting detective 
tells JF to mind her 

own business 

Somebody recognizes 
Jessica as J.B. Fletcher 

JF  teams up with 
Magnum P.I.! 

JF says “Oh, I’m afraid 
this was no accident. 

It was murder.” 

“This isn’t one of 
your books.” 

Sexist Remark 
Someone calls Jessica 

a “busybody” 
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Murder She Drank Bingo 

JF reschedules her 
plane or bus ticket 

Murder takes place 
in a boat 

Sexist Remark 
Someone claims to 

have read all of 
JF’s books 

Jessica Fletcher flirts 
with Peter Graves on 

her book tour 

Sheriff Tupper and 
Doc Hazlitt disagree 

JF overhears the 
murder suspect(s) 
planning/talking 

One of Jessica’s old 
friends is killed 

Jessica drinks tea 
A seemingly harmless 
character is the killer 

Someone calls Jessica 
a “busybody” 

“This isn’t one of 
your books.” 

Jessica bites her lower 
lip while thinking 

or plotting 

JF spots a concealed 
weapon on someone 

The murder weapon is 
found in a purse 

The motive of the 
murder involves 

an affair 
Someone drowns 

Someone gets into 
an argument over 

the phone 

The acting detective 
tells JF to mind her 

own business 

Jessica goes out in a 
disguise or fakes an 

accent 

Young star before 
they were famous! 

Someone breaks into 
Jessica's hotel room 

Somebody recognizes 
Jessica as J.B. Fletcher 

Someone says JF is 
from somewhere 
other than Maine 

JF says “Oh, I’m afraid 
this was no accident. 

It was murder.” 


